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Edgio: 
“Fasten Your Seatbelts: Generative AI Is Accelerating 

The Edge … Forbes: ( Link )

Normalized Multiple $60+  

You need to have your head in the cloud not to see the excitement around Edge 
Computing.  In just the past 2 days we have seen both Super Micro And Dell investing 
more in edge operations:

The headlines are all over:

“AI drives explosion in edge computing” 
Axios: ( Link )

“New AI and 5G advancements will usher in the era of edge computing 
on smartphones, autonomous cars and more”

Business Insider ( Link )

“Edge computing spending set to skyrocket as AI takes hold”
TechRadar ( Link )

“How Dell Technologies is Reimagining Edge Operations” 
Technology Mag ( Link )

“Supermicro Expands Edge Compute Portfolio to Accelerate IoT and 
Edge AI Workloads  with New Generation of Embedded Solutions”  

 SMCI PR: ( Link )

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2024/04/09/fasten-your-seatbelts-generative-ai-is-accelerating-the-edge/?sh=6ecca335649d
https://www.axios.com/2024/02/16/ai-edge-computing-5g
https://www.businessinsider.com/ai-edge-computing-5g-cloud-artificial-intelligence-2024-3
https://www.techradar.com/pro/edge-computing-spending-set-to-skyrocket-as-ai-takes-hold
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/supermicro-expands-edge-compute-portfolio-to-accelerate-iot-and-edge-ai-workloads-with-new-generation-of-embedded-solutions-302110970.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/supermicro-expands-edge-compute-portfolio-to-accelerate-iot-and-edge-ai-workloads-with-new-generation-of-embedded-solutions-302110970.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/supermicro-expands-edge-compute-portfolio-to-accelerate-iot-and-edge-ai-workloads-with-new-generation-of-embedded-solutions-302110970.html
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Don’t believe us, just Google News “Edge Computing”.  Here is a sampling of the quotes:

…

Aside from the obvious tech behemoths, the one company that stands to benefit from the 
shift to the edge is Edgio:(NASDAQ:EGIO).  Despite the stock being down 95% over the past 4 
years, Edgio is well positioned to benefit from the upcoming surge in edge computing, as it has 
more POP locations than either Fastly or Amazon, a new leadership team with deep experience, 
and a strong, well-accepted technology platform with a very credible customer list.

“A Clear Vision for Edge AI Efficiency”
 hackster.io ( Link )

"The whole industry is figuring out how to trim these [AI] models to fit at 
the edge without loss of accuracy,"  

Sameer Vuyyuru, AWS head of worldwide telecommunications business
 development  ( Link )  

"75% of data compute is moving to the edge," 

Kirk Skaugen, head of Lenovo's infrastructure business  ( Link )

“Edge computing will be a "huge energy saver."  
Jillian Kaplan, the head of global 5G at Dell ( Link )

“ Edge AI—or AI at the network’s edge—may be the most important 
development for the future of business and AI symbiosis.”

 Aurangzeb Khan, Senior Vice President, Intelligent Vision Systems at 
GN Jabra ( Link )

https://www.hackster.io/news/a-clear-vision-for-edge-ai-efficiency-4764c0c9ac47
https://www.axios.com/2024/02/16/ai-edge-computing-5g
https://www.axios.com/2024/02/16/ai-edge-computing-5g
https://www.businessinsider.com/ai-edge-computing-5g-cloud-artificial-intelligence-2024-3
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2023/10/11/edge-ai-the-ai-no-one-is-talking-about/?sh=5a952108bfec
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2023/10/11/edge-ai-the-ai-no-one-is-talking-about/?sh=5a952108bfec
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Citron does not expect Edgio to stay an independent company for long and believe a takeout 
should be at a price of $65 MINIMUM.

Edgio operates at the intersection of AI, Cybersecurity, and streaming.  Its marquee customers 
include Microsoft, Verizon, and Amazon (each over $40 million per year.  Their product  suite 
stacks up well in independent reviews against products from brand names like Akamai and 
Cloudflare, but with a valuation of less than 1% of their competitors.  Edgio operates one of the 
larger high bandwidth points of presence (PoP) networks with over 300 connections worldwide.

Under new leadership as described in this report, Citron expects that Edgio will clean up its 
reporting issues which have already been addressed and then shop itself to the many 
technology companies who want to have a seat on the edge.

Before we validate the business, let's look at the elephant in the room:  this is a comparative 
chart of Edgio vs. Competitors.  We believe P/S is a fair metric because the industry has been 
plagued by lack of profitability.  Until recently, excess capacity has been a recurring issue.  
Furthermore, Edgio is operating almost break even now. As we expect a takeover, they would 
immediately shed the excess expenses of being stand alone.

P/S Sales comparison of Edge Computing players

Company Ticker Market 
Cap

Annual 
Revs

Annual 
Net 

Income

Price/ 
Sales 

multiple

Akamai Technologies AKAM 16.6 b 3.8b 547m 4.37

Cloudflare NET 32.3b 1.3b -184m 24.80

Fastly FSLY 1.7b 506m -133m 3.36

Edgio, Inc. EGIO 60m* 390m  ** -110m 0.13

(*  2M share dilution will be reported from Lynrock Lake’s warrant issue in the 
delayed 2023 10-K.)  ** < $2 million loss adjusted EBITDA basis MRQ

Among these, we believe Edgio, whose adjusted EBITDA q4 loss flattened to less than $2 
million, is likely to turn profitable before Fastly and possibly Cloudflare. 

It is fair to say that Edgio should be valued at least 1x sales which would put the 
stock at $65 this year.  If given the same multiple as Fastly, Edgio would be 
$200/share.
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Instead of Citron editorializing Edgio vs. Competitors, let’s see it directly from 
AWS and Microsoft’s websites.  

AWS promotes Edgio's Involvement in streaming the Super Bowl and the size of 
the network capacity as #1 or #2 globally.

Amazon AWS Marketplace listing ( Link )

In an updated post just last month Microsoft was encouraging customers to upgrade to Edgio 
Premium from Edgio Standard.

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-vagr6m4wvu56i
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Microsoft Azure Profile ( Link )

Edgio is known for its security implementation. It even won a software award in 2023:  “Overall 
Web Security Solution of the Year” in the 7th Annual CyberSecurity Breakthrough  (Link).

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cdn/cdn-migrate
https://cybersecuritybreakthrough.com/2023-winners/
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Verizon, one of Edgio’s “more than 10% of revenue” customers, holds Edgio in high regard for 
expertise in its online security capabilities.

On Feb 29, 2024, it hosted this AI themed webinar with top Verizon cybersecurity experts and 3 
and threat defense landscapes. Edgio product and security experts, discussing the role of AI in 
the rapidly evolving cyberthreat landscape:

It ended with the moderator, a Verizon Senior Product Manager, stating  ( Link ): 

     “This has been a great discussion. To keep that going, we invite you to learn more about how 
Verizon and Edgio are helping by visiting our website security page at Verizon.com.  You can 
find that link at the bottom of this page..”

Verizon is a $169 billion dollar company.  Edgio’s market cap is … $60 million.   

Aside from being in there with Akamai streaming the Super Bowl, here’s how they stack up in 
feature-to-feature independent reviews against competitive offerings from far larger 
companies:

https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/15099/606192
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Independent web tech authority, CDN Planet compared Edge Network offerings by Akamai and 
Edgio.  Keep in mind as you explore this table ( Link ) that Edgio is valued at $60m, and Akamai 
is a $16b market cap company, 250 times larger in valuation, while only 9x Edgio’s revenues. 

Instant Startup?  No problem.  Edgio gets you there via Microsoft Azure!
Excerpted comparison table, Edgio and Akamai Edge Network offerings by CDNPlanet.com ( Link )

It appears Akamai lost Microsoft as a customer for this platform… to Edgio. ( Link ) 

The headline: 

“Azure CDN will be retiring Azure CDN Standard from Akamai on 31 October 2023 – 
transition to another CDN profile to avoid service interruption”

https://www.cdnplanet.com/compare/edgio/akamai/
https://www.cdnplanet.com/compare/edgio/akamai/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-cdn-will-be-retiring-azure-cdn-standard-from-akamai-on-31-october-2023-transition-to-another-cdn-profile-to-avoid-servi/
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Microsoft support question:
About 6 months ago I got a message from Azure saying that the Verizon CDN was going to be retired in 
June 2024. Since then it has been renamed Edgio.

Microsoft support answer:
Welcome to Microsoft Q&A Platform. Thank you for reaching out & hope you are doing well.
I understand that you would like to know if Azure Verizon CDN is being retired.

No, Azure CDN Standard/Premium from Verizon has been renamed to Azure CDN Standard/Premium 
from Edgio and this change was from Verizon.

Apart from the name change, there are no other changes/impacts as of today.
The only CDN product retiring from Azure is Azure CDN Standard from Akamai.

Azure CDN Standard/Premium from Edgio (formerly Verizon) is still an active product offered by Azure 
and there are no updates of it being retired anytime soon.

( Link ) 

Cloudflare
Look at how the same source, CDN Planet, compared Cloudflare and Edgio.  No, Edgio doesn’t 
have quite the number of PoP’s as Cloudflare, but it has live 24/7 customer support, which 
Cloudflare offers only to enterprise customers.  Note that Edgio is valued at $60m, and 
Cloudflare is a $32b market cap company, over 500 times larger valuation. ( Link )  Edgio’s 
revenue run rate for 2023 is over 30% of Cloudflare’s. 

Largest Customers
Edgio counts among its disclosed customers (each representing more than 10% of revenue), 
Amazon, Microsoft and Verizon. Each of those customers is maintaining at least a $40 million 
annual revenue stream to Edgio.  Clearly, they all could go elsewhere, but Edgio is retaining 
them. 

Real Tech
Edgio managed to maintain R&D levels through the worst of times.  The company states it has 
received 285 U.S. patents expiring between 2023 and 2041, and has 14 more pending.  This is 
yet another indicator it's not some empty SPAC, but rather a real company building real 
products that are finding a market.  

Q:  Why is the Stock in such a Swamp?

A:   Former Management was Putrid

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/answers/questions/1431325/is-azure-verizon-cdn-being-retired
https://www.cdnplanet.com/compare/edgio/cloudflare/
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We could write chapters about former management’s incompetence.  One example is 
discovering their accounting treatment of equipment/lease transactions may have violated 
their own debt covenants, and forced a huge earnings restatement. ( Link )  Changing their 
NASDAQ listing status caused another covenant breach. 

Unlike its competitors, former management was not able to convey the message to Wall St. 
that the advantages of building out an edge network would reap profits in the future.  The lack 
of communication amongst other mishaps has caused the stock to be where it is today, despite 
revenues being at a record level.

Edgio Configures New Leadership for Traction 

New management:  Todd Hinders, Edgio’s new CEO, leads a new management team, as of late 
2023.  Hinders led global sales and customer growth for AWS Elemental, an Amazon Web 
Services company, overseeing go-to-market activities, and before that at CloudFront and Twitch 
Interactive Video.   Here are some of his quotes from his most recent letter to shareholders 
…this does not look like someone who is babysitting a bankruptcy, rather ready to kick ass.

“I'm thrilled to be leading Edgio at this exciting time for the company” 

Together with our new board of directors, the executive team, our dedicated employees, and valued 
customers and partners, we intend to build a world-class company, relentlessly delivering on customer 

success and maximizing shareholder value.”

“We’ve already seen some impressive successes executing very large live events with Uplynk– such as 
successfully streaming the recent college bowl games for one of our clients 

to more than a million concurrent viewers, without issue.”

“We have some customers who want us to manage much of their day-to-day operations for them, and 
others who desire components of our platform to work within their existing architecture. As such, we are 

integrating in with the most popular encoding vendors today , building out our ecosystem … will triple 
our addressable market and help to optimize our 

global networks utilization.”

“We will continue to aggressively add new security features to our application development environment 
… In short, we alert our customers to threats more quickly than anyone.”

-- Todd Hinders, January 2024 ( Link ) 

Recent company accomplishments include:

https://investors.edg.io/static-files/8c61604a-4513-48b6-9e08-4b5a3dacd275
https://edg.io/solutions/broadcast-transformation/
https://edg.io/blogs/embracing-opportunities-in-the-year-ahead/
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● Pipeline for applications increased almost 80%
● Churn reduced to less than 1%
● Powered over 50,000 live events on UpLynk platform, served up tens of millions of 

server-side ads 
● Partnered in streaming the Super Bowl as well as the first College Bowl Game ever 

streamed exclusively, for Peacock. 

The month before, the company reduced its Board of Directors from 9 to 5, with 3 new 
members, two independent, approved by the funder:

Ken Traub, a 30-year C-Suite vet who sits on the board of Tidewater ($4.6b offshore oilfield 
service giant)

Frank Verdecanna, EVP and CFO of FireEye and Mandiant, bought out by Google in 2022 for 
$5.4b ( Link ) 

Edgio Business is Growing and Stable
Despite the history of past glaring executive incompetence, Edgio’s product suite appears in 
good shape, showing sizable revenue growth in 2023, approaching breakeven EBITDA.  Its sub-
1% churn rate is a noted accomplishment.  They retain all their largest customers, Amazon, 
Microsoft, and Verizon, (each of which represents more than 10% Edgio of revenues) who had 
every opportunity to migrate elsewhere. 

Financially, operations appear to have been stabilized, according to a March 15, 2024 8-K *:

● Bookings up 30% from first half of 2023 
● Bookings in the second half of 2023 grew more than 30% versus the first half with 

Security/Applications bookings growth almost doubling in the same period.
● Quarterly revenue run rate $93-$95m (appx $390m FY 23)
● Adjusted EBITDA -$2m to breakeven in q4
● $47m cash on hand 

( *  All info filed unaudited via 8-K, due to the December resignation of Edgio’s auditor, 
and delay in filing its 10-K ( Link ) and ( Link ) )

Accounting is being cleaned up.  Edgio had to replace its auditor over a legacy revenue 
recognition issue (not expected to impact future results). According to an interview with a 
former employee, their core business is now higher margin and stickier, due to recent 
acquisitions and partnerships (acquired Yahoo’s Edgecast, 2022), and various streaming 
partners in 2023. They’ve pruned off unprofitable customer engagements, and trimmed 
expenses.  

https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=64aadbef67b277e9&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS812US812&sxsrf=ACQVn0904FtMInZ-8ly5Qa1Hy0FCwZDzOw:1710974868920&q=How+much+did+Google+acquire+Mandiant+for%3F&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiI9J-K9oOFAxVyAzQIHVGxARoQzmd6BAggEAY&biw=676&bih=700&dpr=2.5
https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=64aadbef67b277e9&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS812US812&sxsrf=ACQVn0904FtMInZ-8ly5Qa1Hy0FCwZDzOw:1710974868920&q=How+much+did+Google+acquire+Mandiant+for%3F&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiI9J-K9oOFAxVyAzQIHVGxARoQzmd6BAggEAY&biw=676&bih=700&dpr=2.5
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1391127/000119312524068524/d804399d8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1391127/000119312524069313/d808447dnt10k.htm
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There is so much more we can say about the capital structure and the turnaround of Edgio but 
we will save a few bits for Twitter (X).

Conclusion
Citron doesn’t expect Edgio will necessarily remain an independent public company.  Acquirers 
could easily include AI players, cloud service providers and streaming content creators.  It 
would be accretive to all these suitors. 

What Multiple will the Market give Edgio? 
At the point Edgio is perceived as a relevant player in Edge Computing, it will be on the road to 
earning an SaaS-type multiple.  With its miniscule share count (appx 7.8  million shares 
outstanding, including Lynrock’s free warrants) any Edge Computing multiple will sweep this 
stock 6-10x up from current levels or more. 

EGIO share price at various multiples and revenue levels *
Revenue 
Multiple 1 2 3 4

390,000,000 51 80 120 161

420,000,000 55 86 130 173

450,000,000 59 93 139 185

500,000,000 65 103 154 206
( *  This chart accounts for all Lynrock warrants in the outstanding, 
2.08m shares converted above multiple of 1 at about $65 per share, 

but no bump for $122 million additional cash the Lynrock convertible would bring into the company. )

If Edgio’s multiple is just 1.0 x revenues, EGIO trades to 50-60; proportionately higher if it grows 
revenues even incrementally.  

If and when it takes its place among the Fastly’s, Akamai’s and Cloudflare’s of this world, it 
trades to 100-200.  

Cautious Investing to All

These reports have been prepared by Citron Research (“Citron Research”). Citron Research is referred to collectively as “Citron” 
and each individually as a “Citron Entity.” Each report specifies the publisher and owner of that report. All reports are for 
informational purposes only and presented “as is” with no warranty of any kind, express or implied. Under no circumstances 
should any of these reports or any information herein be construed as investment advice, or as an offer to sell or the solicitation 
of an offer to buy any securities or other financial instruments. Citron Research produces research reports on publicly traded 
securities. The reports are the property of the applicable Citron Entity that published that report. The opinions, information and 
reports set forth herein are solely attributable to the applicable Citron Entity and are not attributable to any Citron Related 
Person (defined below) (other than the Citron Entity that published the report).
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By downloading, accessing, or viewing any research report, you agree to the following Terms of Use. You agree that use of the 
research presented in any report is at your own risk. You (or any person you are acting as agent for) agree to hold harmless 
Citron Research and each of their affiliates and related parties, including, but not limited to any principals, officers, directors, 
employees, members, clients, investors, consultants and agents (collectively, the “Citron Related Persons”) for any direct or 
indirect losses (including trading losses) attributable to any information in a research report. You further agree to do your own 
research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities of the issuers covered herein (each, 
a “Covered Issuer”) or any other financial instruments that reference the Covered Issuer or any securities issued by the Covered 
Issuer. You represent that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, analysis and opinion 
presented in any Citron report. You further agree that you will not communicate the contents of reports and other materials 
made available by Citron to any other person unless that person has agreed to be bound by these Terms of Use. If you access, 
download or receive the contents of Citron reports or other materials on your own behalf, you agree to and shall be bound by 
these Terms of Use. If you access, download or receive the contents of Citron reports or other materials as an agent for any 
other person, you are binding your principal to these same Terms of Use.

As of the publication date of a Citron report, Citron Related Persons (possibly along with or through its members, partners, 
affiliates, employees, and/or consultants), Citron Related Persons clients and/or investors and/or their clients and/or investors 
have a position (long or short) in one or more of the securities of a Covered Issuer (and/or options, swaps, and other derivatives 
related to one or more of these securities), and therefore may realize significant gains in the event that the prices of a Covered 
Issuer’s securities decline or appreciate. Citron Research and/or the Citron Related Persons may continue to transact in Covered 
Issuers’ securities for an indefinite period after an initial report on a Covered Issuer, and such position(s) may be long, short, or 
neutral at any time hereafter regardless of their initial position(s) and views as stated in the Citron research. Neither Citron 
Research nor Citron Capital will update any report or information to reflect changes in positions that may be held by a Citron 
Related Person.

This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Neither Citron Research nor any Citron Related Person 
are offering, selling or buying any security to or from any person through any Citron research reports. Citron Research is 
affiliated with Citron Capital. Citron Capital is an exempt reporting adviser filed with the California Department of Business 
Oversight and is not registered as investment adviser in any other jurisdiction. Citron Capital does not render investment advice 
to anyone unless it has an investment adviser- client relationship with that person evidenced in writing. You understand and 
agree that Citron Capital does not have any investment advisory relationship with you or does not owe fiduciary duties to you. 
Giving investment advice requires knowledge of your financial situation, investment objectives, and risk tolerance, and Citron 
Capital has no such knowledge about you.

The research and reports made available by Citron reflect express the opinion of the applicable Citron Entity as of the time of the 
report only. Reports are based on generally available information, field research, inferences and deductions through the 
applicable Citron Entity’s due diligence and analytical process. To the best of the applicable Citron Entity’s ability and belief, all 
information contained herein is accurate and reliable, is not material non-public information, and has been obtained from public 
sources that the applicable Citron Entity believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of 
the Covered Issuers or who may otherwise owe a fiduciary duty, duty of confidentiality or any other duty to the Covered Issuer 
(directly or indirectly). However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. 
With respect to their respective research reports, Citron Research makes no representation, express or implied, as to the 
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. Further, 
any research report contains a very large measure of analysis and opinion. All expressions of opinion are subject to change 
without notice, and Citron does not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, analysis and 
opinion contained in them.

In no event shall Citron Research or any Citron Related Persons be liable for any claims, losses, costs or damages of any kind, 
including direct, indirect, punitive, exemplary, incidental, special or, consequential damages, arising out of or in any way 
connected with any information presented in any Citron report. This limitation of liability applies regardless of any negligence or 
gross negligence of Citron Research or any Citron Related Persons. You accept all risks in relying on the information presented in 
any report.

You agree that the information in any Citron research report is copyrighted, and you therefore agree not to distribute this 
information in any manner without the express prior written consent of the applicable Citron Entity. If you have obtained Citron 
research reports in any manner other than as provided by Citron, you may not read such research without agreeing to these 
Terms of Use. You further agree that any dispute between you and Citron and their affiliates arising from or related to this 
report or viewing the material presented herein shall be governed by the laws of the State of California, without regard to any 
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conflict of law provisions. The failure of Citron Research to exercise or enforce any right or provision of these Terms of Use shall 
not constitute a waiver of this right or provision. You agree that each Citron Related Person is a third-party beneficiary to these 
Terms of Use. If any provision of these Terms of Use is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the parties 
nevertheless agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to the parties’ intentions as reflected in the provision and rule 
that the other provisions of these Terms of Use remain in full force and effect, in particular as to this governing law and 
jurisdiction provision. You agree that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any claim or cause of action arising out of 
or related to Citron report or related material must be filed within one (1) year after publication.


